
Commission Contract (non-portrait) 

 located at: This is a contract between the "Client," 

And the "Artist," 

Client wishes to commission the artist to create an original work of art. By entering this contract 
Client acknowledges familiarity with the Artist’s style and wishes to have fine art completed by 
the Artist in  

It is understood that any specifications of the commission that change after initial discussion will 
be reflected as an amendment to this contract and mutually accepted by additional signatures. 
Other changes may also be reflected as amendments to this contract, however additional fees may 
apply. 

Subject of work: 
Description/Details: 

Additional information:  

________________________________________________________ 

Initial size estimate: ____________ Price: $___________________ (plus travel and shipping if 
required.) Price does not include framing. 

Client has made a non-refundable deposit of 10% to secure a position in Artist’s schedule. 
Preliminary sketches will be presented for selection. 

Additional agreements: 



Procedure 

An initial meeting is scheduled to: 
• Discuss where the work will hang
• Determine appropriate size and format
• Discuss subject matter, colors, schedule
• Sign contract

A deposit of 10% of the total cost of the commission is due at contract signing.  This is to 
cover supply costs for preliminary sketches, and is non-refundable.

After the Client has reviewed preliminary sketches and the general design of the work is agreed 
upon, 50% of the remaining balance is due, and the final painting is started. If requested, Client 
has the right to request images of the painting throughout different stages of its development. All 
sketches, preliminary drawings, and paintings remain the property of the artist. 

The final painting is usually completed  after it is started. Upon completion, 
client will receive a final photo for initial approval. The painting will then be delivered/
shipped. Client has final right of acceptance or refusal. Final payment is made at this time 
including any travel and/or shipping expenses. If for any reason Client is not satisfied with 
commissioned work, Artist will refund all monies excluding the initial 10% deposit, once 
the painting has been successfully returned to the artist.

Artist offers framing services for additional fee.

CLARIFICATION OF COPYRIGHT AGREEMENT, "1976 Copyright Act:"

1  : Purchase of a copyrighted artwork does not transfer the copyrights. The 
copyright to reproduce the works in copies, to produce derivative work based on 
the copyrighted image, and distribute copies is retained by the Artist. Any transfer 
of this copyright must be in writing expressly identifying what rights are being 
sold and for what purpose. 

Works of art cannot be modified without the permission of the artist. Works 
cannot be distributed, mutilated or modified in any way that would prejudice the 
reputation of the Artist. 

Client Signature: _______________________________________ Date: _________ 

Artist Signature: _______________________________________ Date: _________ 

https://copyright.gov/comp3/docs/glossary.pdf


COMMISSION PRICING SAMPLE 

Standard sizes are listed.  
These sizes and prices are provided as a sampling.  

A commissioned piece can be ANY size or proportion you choose. 

2021 
Prices are subject to change. 

8x10 $2200 

11x14 $3400

18x24 $6200 

24x36 $11,000 

30x40 $14,000 

48x60 $28,000 

60x72 $42,000 
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